
 

Recognising the merits of structured products in 
the active | passive debate 
Structured products are passive principles based, but with 
attributes and merits that neither passive or active funds offer - but 
is this being overlooked by some advisers and investors? 

The biggest wave in the investing universe in recent years is 
surely the increasing acceptance of the efficacy and merits of 
passive / beta investing – and the scrutiny of active fund 
management and issues surrounding it. including cost, 
viability and the reliability of active alpha.  

The lines between active and passive are also being blurred 
by rules / factor-based enhanced passive propositions, 
broadly referred to as ‘smart beta’.  

The academic theory / evidence behind this shift to embrace 
passive and smart beta investments by wealth managers / 
professional advisers and investors is widely recognised and 
generally accepted – it is, of course, difficult to dispute 
academic and empirical evidence.  

The principles underpinning the rise of passive investing, 
including understanding efficient market hypothesis, modern 
portfolio theory and the importance of low costs, are 
increasingly well-understood … and increasingly considered 
relevant within a more challenging investment environment. 
But what is less well recognised and understood by some 
professional advisers, unlike wealth managers and fund 
managers, is the role that structured products can play in the 
delivery of beta, the pursuit of alpha and the optimisation of 
risk and return profiles in portfolios. 

… more to follow from our investment committee 
in a full future alphaTIMES newsletter 

 

Our investment 
thinking… 
While the principles of 
passive investing are 
increasingly widely 
understood, it is less well-
recognised that most 
structured products are built 
on passive principles, linking 
risk and returns to 
mainstream indices, but with 
features and attributes that 
passive investing can’t offer, 
such as: 

• protection on the 
downside 

• returns that may not 
require indices to rise 

• outperformance by 
contract, if indices do rise 

Diversifying portfolios by 
investment ‘type’, as well as 
asset class and geography, 
i.e. aligning structured 
products with passive and 
active funds, can create 
better diversified and 
potentially more balanced 
portfolios, with a broader 
combination of potentially 
value-adding attributes. 
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